
Experimenting with People (Analytics)





• Vague
• General
• Anecdotal
• Correlational

• Precise
• Specific
• Robust
• Causal

Best Practices Field Experiments



Why experiments?
• Post hoc ergo propter hoc
• Harnessing the power of random 

assignment
• Clean causal relationships à valuable 

insights



Concerns about experiments
• Will employees feel manipulated?
• Is it ethical?
• Will I create a monster?!?

Source: Gino (2015)



Natural Experiments
Utilizing an unforeseen exogenous shock to identify 
causal processes (quasi-random assignment)

– Unprecedented labor strike à Adaptation 
– Accidental reversal of a law à Employee mobility
– Unexpected election result à Investor perceptions



Field Experiments
• Purposefully designed to test causality
• Random assignment of conditions within 

an organization
• Careful measurement of important 

outcomes



Do corporate awards increase or decrease 
employee motivation? 

Source: Gubler, Larkin, & Pierce (2016)



Do corporate awards increase or decrease 
employee motivation? 

Attendance Award at Laundry Plant ($75 gift card)

• Improved attendance for employees with previously poor 
attendance…until they were disqualified

• Employees with poor attendance gamed the system at cost to firm
• Decreased attendance AND productivity for employees with 

previously good attendance  
• Award program created a 1.4% decrease in daily productivity (more 

than $1,500!)

Source: Gubler, Larkin, & Pierce (2016)



How to best motivate employees 
doing a “meaningless job”?

Source: Green, Gino, & Staats (2017)



Internal Beneficiary

External Beneficiary



Results
Over a period of ~2 weeks following the video:
• External beneficiary group: slight increase in productivity, but not statistically 

significant.
• Internal beneficiary group: ~7% increase in productivity (statistically significant)
• Sustained productivity increase: the significant difference lasted over one month!

Why?

• Harvesting employees realized that factory employees depended on them.
• Their desire to belong (be accepted by) other colleagues in the company drove 

them to intensify their efforts on those colleagues’ behalf!



Upcoming Filene Research 
How do job advertisements impact attraction of quality 
employees?

• Develop advertisements that highlight different salient 
characteristics of credit union

• Randomly assign these advertisements to digital recruiting 
channels

• Measure the quantity and quality of applicants that are 
attracted to different advertisements



Advice on getting started…
• Collaborate with academics J
• Don’t wait until things get very bad
• Start small
• Have patience


